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Programmatic Approach to Implementation 
 
CherryRoad will be leveraging a Programmatic Approach for implementing modernized business 
applications across North Carolina’s LEAs.  Our approach takes into account the complexities of a large 
state-wide initiative, while incorporating a unique approach to maximize value, creatively put to use a 
limited pool of LEA resources and minimize risk.  To accomplish North Carolina DPI (DPI or the State) 
goals, we have created a repeatable process that minimizes the overall cost to the State while ensuring 
that the proper oversight is put into place to ensure the program’s success.  The high level 
organizational structure for the program is illustrated in Figure 1 below and further explained in the text 
that follows. 
 
Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

There are three key levels of our program approach that address the overall governance of the 
program, provide a phased cooperative project implementation structure, and utilize a shared service 
model to gain efficiencies while keeping costs to a minimum.  The three pillars are described as follows: 
 
 Program Level – The program level is a governing body for all aspects of management and 

execution for the overall program.  This group will handle contracting, communications, the LEA 
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opt-in process, collaboration platform, standards collection, policy management, quality 
assurance, program solutions architecture and many other key programmatic functions.  This 
level will exist throughout the life of the program acting as its governing body.  This level will 
also report on the progress, issues and risks of each project within the program.  This level will 
set the standards that all LEA’s wishing to participate in the program must comply.  The 
program level would consist of a mixture of CherryRoad and NCDPI team members depending 
on the role.  Key identified roles are as follows: 

 
o Program Manager – This would be a joint role consisting of one CherryRoad and one 

NCDPI program manager.  The program managers key function is to ensure the success 
of each project in the program, report on its health and progress and ensure that all 
aspects of the program are being followed per the program guidelines. 

o Solutions Architect – This will be a CherryRoad process expert that helps architect the 
district wide solution and provide enterprise wide design guidance to the LEAs.  The 
architect will deeply understand all district processes, assist in the overall design for 
each LEA and incorporating the NCDPI implementation standards that each LEA must 
comply to such as integrating with the reporting hub. 

o Quality Assurance Manager – This person will be a CherryRoad QA specialist to ensure 
that each deliverable is reviewed for completeness, compliant with approved templates 
and follows the NCDPI program guidelines as set forth by NCDI.  The QA specialist will 
also ensure that documentation standards are being followed across all projects, tools 
and templates are common and shared, and the proper governance constructs are being 
followed. 

o Collaboration Manager – This will be an NCDPI resource.  It will be the collaboration 
manager’s responsibility to manage/administer all project collaboration tools (for 
example SharePoint) and manage the proper organization and cataloging of all project 
artifacts.  The collaboration manager will also manage any sites and documentation 
storage to support the solicitation process and sharing of information across all LEAs 
and all implementations. 

o Solicitation & Communications Officer – The primary function of this position is to craft 
the content to be used in the solicitation of LEAs into the program and manage all 
program level communication over the life of the project.  This will be a NCDPI resource. 

o Contracts Manager – This will be a CherryRoad resource tasked with the management 
of all contracts between NCDPI and CherryRoad.  The contract manager will also 
manage the contracting process between CherryRoad and all 3rd party vendors including 
Oracle.  All 3rd party contracts will be between CherryRoad and the vendors.  NCDPI will 
only contract directly through CherryRoad.  The contract manager will facilitate all 
conversation between NCDPI procurement, Legal and management. 
 

 Group Level – The group level represents that actual project teams that will be assembled for 
the implementations.  The groups would be strategically organized to implement multiple LEAs 
simultaneously. The first group is the Pilot group and has already been selected by NCDPI for 
varying reasons.  Future groups could be organized to capitalize on synergies shared amongst 
certain LEAs such as having the same ERP system to be replaced, district size or complexity.  
Each implementation group would be managed as a “mini program” and have a certain amount 
of shared resources to gain efficiencies.  Groups consisting of like entities would also benefit 
from a higher degree of reuse and require less resources overall to implement the solution.  Key 
identified roles are as follows: 
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o Project Managers – Each group would have at least one NCDPI project manager (PM) 
paired with one CherryRoad PM.  The PMs would manage the projects in the group and 
report into the Program Level program manager. 

o LEA Project Leads – Each LEA will provide a lead that is responsible for the overall 
implementation of their entities system.  The LEA project lead from each LEA will be 
paired with a CherryRoad LEA Project Lead.  The LEA project leads will provide plan 
updates to the project managers, engage the proper resources to attend meetings, 
understand business processes and be the senior most resource leading the project 
teams. 

o Functionals – Each implementation team will consist functional experts from the LEAs 
and CherryRoad to lead the design, configuration and testing of the system at the 
module level.  It is common to have a functional lead assigned to one or two modules 
being implemented.  Core functional teams will be organized by application groupings 
(Financials/Procurement and Human Capital Management).  These functional experts 
may also participate in ‘train the trainer’ activities. 

 
 Shared Services Level – The shared services level is designed to work as a set of shared 

resource pools to perform common project tasks such as report development, data conversions, 
integrations, change management and training.  Each shared service group would consist of 
LEA and CherryRoad resources to perform tasks for all LEA implementations.  Common work 
products would be utilized for each implementation reducing the number of resources needed if 
otherwise performed individually.  The model is largely to develop something once and use it for 
all LEA roll-outs.  Key identified resource pools are as follows: 

 
o Reports Team – This team develops reports across all reporting tools and strive to 

create a common set of reports to be used across the entire program. 
o Conversion Team – This team extracts and loads all conversion data from existing 

system and populates the Oracle Cloud systems.  Common extracts can be developed 
for all LEAs with the same legacy ERP product reducing time and effort for future data 
conversions over the life of the program. 

o Integration Team – This team creates all integrations between legacy systems and 
Oracle Cloud, 3rd party systems and Oracle Cloud, and integrating to the NCDPI data 
hub.  The integration team will standardize on a common integration platform and create 
as many reusable integrations as possible. 

o OCM Team – This team will manage and perform all organizational change 
management activities across the groups of LEAs being implemented.  Common 
methods can be used and standardized on to reduce to overall number of change 
managers needed. 

o Training Team – This training team will create all training materials and conduct the 
training for all LEAs.  A common library of training material will be created and used for 
every implementation. 

 
 
Pilot Approach 
 
The pilot group is the foundation for all future group implementations and must be carefully thought 
through.  There are a number of activities that need to take place for the initial pilot.  Some will only 
need to take place in this first group and others will be consistent considerations as the program moves 
from this pilot to group roll-outs.  Due to the nature of the pilot, we anticipate this first group to take the 
longest amount of time to complete.  We will have to setup the program governance structure, make 
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key decisions that impact the entire lifecycle of the program and create the foundational template that 
will be used on going.  We do anticipate the templated system to improve with time, but a majority of 
the work will be done upfront. 
 
A high-level order of execution to start pilot project is as follows: 

 
1. Program office to begin establishing key program vehicles such as Solicitation Site, 

Collaboration Tools, document storage, project artifact templates, communication plan and high-
level project charter and work breakdown structure. 

2. Begin the buildout of the solicitation site.  
3. Program office to completely define NCDPI template requirements to be used in the design of 

pilot group template creation. 
4. Begin contract process with pilot LEAs. 
5. Build out the project teams (at the program, group and shared services level).   This will include 

identifying the appropriate resource from the State, each LEA and the CherryRoad team. 
6. Meet with pilot LEAs to walk through the program, set expectations and begin pilot planning. 
7. Perform project kick-off with pilot LEAs. 
8. Begin opt-in program for other LEAs 

 
Template and Unique Business Requirement Co-existence 
 
The templated approach will be highly structured and built to meet NCDPI requirements as specified in 
RFP attachment B, as updated by BAFO discussions.  The purpose of the template is to build out all 
capabilities required at the state level that each LEA must adhere to such as a common Chart of 
Accounts, financials reporting requirement and common integrations to state systems.  The templated 
will adhere to strict standards and in accordance with state level requirements.  The template will allow 
for rapid implementation of common requirements, recognizing each LEA will have unique 
requirements as well.  As such, a plan will be developed to quickly implement the template developed 
in the pilot group across all LEAs in future groups.  This will be the foundation that all unique LEA 
requirements are built upon.  Thing such as benefit plans, position structures, procurement processes 
and union requirements will adhere to a standard cloud implementations methodology to address the 
unique needs of the LEA, but be performed in compliance with NCDPI standards set forth by the 
templated system. 
 
Oracle Cloud Services - Standard Product List 
 
Standard Product Bundle 
 
The Oracle Cloud modules included the standard product set and scope of implementation include the 
following:   
 

• Financials Cloud Service 
• Expenses Cloud Service 
• Automated Invoice Processing Cloud Service 
• WebCenter Forms Recognition Cloud Service 
• Purchasing Cloud Service 
• Procurement Contracts Cloud Service 
• Self Service Procurement Cloud Service 
• Supplier Portal Cloud Service 
• Sourcing Cloud Service 
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• Supplier Qualification Management Cloud Service 
• Inventory Management Cloud Service 
• Planning and Budgeting Cloud Service 
• Enterprise Performance Reporting Cloud Service 
• Human Capital Management Base Cloud Service 
• Global Payroll Cloud Service 
• Time and Labor Cloud Service 
• Workforce Compensation Management Cloud Service 
• Career Development Cloud Service 
• Goal Management 
• Oracle Learning Cloud Service 
• Performance Management Cloud Service 
• Additional Test Environment(s) 

 
Optional Product Bundle 
 
The below Oracle Cloud modules are considered ‘optional’ for the implementation and are not included 
as part of the standard product set and pre-negotiated implementation cost: 
 

• Project Financials 
• Project Contract Billing 
• Grants Management 
• Oracle Talent Acquisition 

 
These modules could be added to the project scope at an additional cost.   
 
Program Schedule 
 
Below is a high-level schedule of the program activities for illustrative purposes.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2024
Q2 Q3 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

Program Level Services Solicitation

Shared Services 

Pilot Group (LEAs 1-3)

ERP Testing

HCM Testing

Group 1 (LEAs 4-7)

ERP Contracts / 
Planning Testing

HCM Contracts / 
Planning Testing

Group 2 (LEA's 8-11)

ERP Contracts / 
Planning Testing

HCM Contracts / 
Planning Testing

2019

Contracts / Planning

Contracts / Planning

NCDPI Program Schedule
2021 2022 2023

Q4

Prototype Template

2020

Configuration/RIC Deploy/Support

Configuration/RIC Deploy/Support

Configuration/RIC Deploy/Support

Prototype Template Configuration/RIC

Configuration/RIC Deploy/Support

Configuration/RIC Deploy/Support

Deploy/Support
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The table below details the staffing requirements, skills and level of efforts we would expect at the State 
and LEA levels for the program.  We have overviewed above how these roles fit into the overall 
program.   
 
 

Role / Skill Set Description of Responsibility Effort Level 

Program Level   

Program Advisors 

This team will serve as the State DPI oversight group and 
ensure the program is operating as intended.  The team will 
meet regularly with the Program Managers and other program 
members and provide guidance on program issues, timelines, 
standards and key decisions and other matters critical to the 
success of the Program. 

Varies 

Program Manager 

Works closely with the CherryRoad Program Manager. 
Together, the State and CherryRoad Program Managers are 
responsible for program activities and the overall success of the 
program.  The State Program Manager would be assigned 
activities where knowledge of the State/LEA 
environment/resources is important, along with other activities 
that align with the Program Manager’s skill sets  

100% 

Collaboration Manager 

Manages and administers all project collaboration tools (for 
example SharePoint) and manage the proper organization and 
cataloging of all project artifacts.  The collaboration manager will 
also manage any sites and documentation storage to support 
the solicitation process and sharing of information across all 
LEAs and all implementations.    

100% 

Solicitation and 
Communications 

Officer 

The primary function of this position is to craft the content to be 
used in the solicitation of LEAs into the program and manage all 
program level communication over the life of the project. 

100% 

Group Level   

Group Project Manager  

Each group would have at least one NCDPI project manager 
(PM) paired with one CherryRoad PM.  The PMs would manage 
the projects in the group and report into the Program Level 
program manager. Responsibilities for the NCDPI group PM 
would include traditional project management activities where 
knowledge of the LEA environment/resources are important, 
along with other activities that align with the Project Manager’s 
skill sets.  

100% 

LEA Project Leads 

Each LEA will provide a lead that is responsible for the overall 
implementation of their entities system.  The LEA project lead 
from each LEA will be paired with a CherryRoad LEA Project 
Lead.  The LEA project leads will provide plan updates to the 
group project managers, engage the proper resources to attend 
meetings, understand business processes and be the senior 
most resource leading the project teams. 

100% 
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Functional Experts 

Functional Experts will be assigned for the respective business 
function(s) (e.g. Accounting, Inventory, Human Resources, 
Payroll, etc.) The experts assist in design, configuration, 
workflow and testing decisions/activities within the context of 
State-wide standards determined by the program team.  LEA 
functional experts may also service as trainers under a “Train 
the Trainer” approach.   

40-50% for each 
Lead/SME 

Shared Services 
Level 

  

Share Service 
Functional and 
Technical Team  

These resources would be technical/functional resources from 
participating LEA’s who’s skill set would align with our shared 
services teams, including reporting, integration, data conversion, 
organization change management and training.   

100% 

 
 
 
CherryRoad will have a Microsoft SharePoint site to serve as a Program Collaboration Library for 
program related deliverables, program artifacts and all related program documentation.  CherryRoad 
will also have a Microsoft SharePoint site for each LEA for their specific project deliverables, artifacts 
and related project documentation.   
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• Verify understanding of short-term (first 45 days) program deliverables that will include, at a minimum: 

o DPI kick-off meeting (within 2 weeks) 
o Initial program schedule including milestones for the technical implementation. 
o Vendor needs to provide a recommended resource plan (headcount) corresponding to the program 

schedule.  Resource plan needs to include both CherryRoad and LEA resources required for each 
LEA project. 

o Development and completion of solicitation deliverables including documentation of opt-in LEAs 
(thirty-day duration). 

CherryRoad shall develop a communications program to provide necessary information to NC’s 
LEAs.  A list of LEA stakeholders representing Finance, Human Resources, Information 
Technology, and LEA leadership will be provided.  The goal of this activity is to encourage LEAs 
to embrace and commit to the CherryRoad solution.  A web-site that provides all information 
for LEAs in the context of our program with an opt-in mechanism to request engagement with 
the vendor is required.  LEA responses will be reported to NCDPI. 
Additionally, NCDPI envisions the following kinds of communication approaches could be 
implemented.  
• On-site meetings at LEAs. 
• On-site meetings regionally. 
• PANC and NCASBO conference attendance, 10/14-19. 
• Webinars. 
• Demonstration or trial period system access for LEAs to explore functionality. 

Describe CherryRoad’s approach considering the above communications program tenets 
outlined above.  Given the time sensitive nature and assuming anticipated contract  
completion in late September, put together a high-level project schedule with dates and 
resources that will accomplish required goals. 

o Creation of Program Management environment 
o Kick-off of first Pilot 

 
 
We understand your short-term program deliverables detailed above and can confirm that these 
deliverables, at a minimum, will be included in a project plan schedule to be completed within the first 
45 days from the initiation of the program.  We have detailed our program level activities earlier in this 
response and the above deliverables align with those activities.  We have also illustrated in the above 
program schedule where the above activities fall within that schedule.    
 
Architecture 
 
Each LEA Oracle Cloud product mix (and implementation) include a total of 4 environments.  The base 
price for Oracle Cloud include 2 environments (one for production and one for dev/test).  In addition, 
our recommended Oracle Cloud standard set of product also includes 2 additional test environments (if 
payroll is included in the scope of services).  We believe a total of 4 Oracle Cloud environments provide 
the flexibility for all testing activities.     
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We understand the scope of the program is to integrate all LEA’s (whether part of the pilot group or in 
the latter opt in phase) with the State data integration hub.  We will want to gain a detailed 
understanding of the data elements and related integration requirements to ensure the integration is 
properly scoped.   
 
Data 
 
The data dictionaries are extremely large but are available in a nicely organized fashion online.  They 
can be accessed as follows: 
 
Oracle Financials Cloud:  
 https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/financials/18b/oedmf/index.html 
Oracle Procurement Cloud: 
 https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/procurement/18b/oedmp/index.html 
Oracle Project Portfolio Management Cloud: 
 https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/project-portfolio-management/18b/oedpp/index.html 
Oracle Supply Chain Management Cloud: 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/18b/oedsc/index.html 
Oracle HCM Cloud: 
 https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/18b/oedmh/index.html 
 
CherryRoad will want to understand the State’s data migration objectives and specific State 
requirements.  We recommend a distinction be made between data conversion and data archiving 
strategies.  In short, CherryRoad’s recommendation is to convert only data that is required LEA ongoing 
operations and State requirements.    A data archiving strategy can be developed for data where the 
LEA may require access in the future, but the data is not required converted into the new system in 
order to continue business operations and reporting.   
 
There are numerous conversion factors and implications that need to be considered for the LEA ERP 
System conversion including: 
 
• Requirements to Convert Historical Data – Historical data conversion creates complexities in the 

conversion process for the ERP System.  For example, if historical vendor expenditures are 
required online or for reporting purposes, transactions (summary or detail) need to be converted 
into Oracle A/P that reflect the vendors prior year actual expenditures.  Any prior year (historical) 
transactions loaded will naturally impact balance sheet account balances and will require offsets to 
ensure that balances are not affected.   
 
Further, as transactions are loaded, they need to be flagged as “paid” in A/P to ensure they are not 
inadvertently paid again.  In general, historical expenditure and revenue detail is not converted 
unless absolutely necessary to support reporting or operational requirements.  In fact, this is the 
case for multi-year projects and grants where grant and project detail needs to be available for 
inception-to-date reporting.   
 
As a result, we would recommend that detail transaction-level historical data not be converted 
unless it is related to multi-year grants and projects or only if needed to support ongoing day-to-day 
business operations in the new system.   
 
In order to support any prior year(s) historical analysis that is required, reports from existing and/or 
department shadow systems should be used or balances converted only. 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/financials/18b/oedmf/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/procurement/18b/oedmp/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/project-portfolio-management/18b/oedpp/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/18b/oedsc/index.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/global-human-resources/18b/oedmh/index.html
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• Summary vs. Detail Conversion – This conversion factor relates to the conversion of account 

balances or detail transactions.  When conversions are made on fiscal year boundaries, generally 
only balance sheet account balances need to be converted for G/L purposes.  However, for mid-
year conversions, current year accounting detail will be required as well as current balances.  In the 
case of multi-year projects and grants where transaction detail is required to support inception-to-
date reporting and billing, subledger transaction detail will be required. 
 

• Conversion Reconciliation Reports and Procedures – Each conversion (manual or automated) 
needs to have verification procedures to review the results of the conversion effort.  This is typically 
done using the following tools and methods: 
o Conversion Reports – Generated by any automated conversion that compares input/output 

counts and totals.  If Oracle API’s are used for the conversion, standard reports are often 
available to support the reconciliation process.   

o Standard Oracle Reports – In addition, there are a variety of standard Oracle reports that can 
be run to verify conversion results.  For example, once G/L balances are converted, a standard 
Trial Balance can be used to verify account balances. 

o Spot Checking – Typically, for static reference data with large volumes, spot-checking of 
individual records is employed.  

 
In general, the new ERP System will require the following types of information to be converted and/or 
loaded for the implementation: 
 
ERP/Financial 
 
• Reference Data – This includes the initial loading of the Chart of Account (COA) and other static 

financial data into the new system.  The following reference data will need to be loaded: 
o COA values, attributes, and roll-up 
o Vendors 
o Inventory Items/Commodities 
o Vendor Commodity Lists 
o Miscellaneous purchasing codes 
o Employees/Positions for Approvals 
o Bank information 
o Fixed Asset information 
o Projects and Grant information 
o Employee and related HR data 

• Budgets – This includes all approved budget balances and budget accounts for each department 
for the fiscal year. 

• Balances – This includes the Fund level balance sheet account balances from existing systems at 
the point of conversion as well as inventory balances. 

• Open Items – This includes open encumbrances and invoices (A/R) at the point of conversion. 
• Project/Grant Detail – This includes detail expenditure and revenue transactions for all open 

projects and grants at the time of conversion.  
 
HR/Payroll 
 
• Locations – The conversion of work structures will include the conversion of all work site locations 

with addresses within the LEA. 
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• Organizations – The conversion of Organizations will focus on a review and, if necessary, a clean-
up from the Oracle Financials conversion to ensure all Organizations related to Positions, are 
properly classified. 

• Jobs – The Job conversion will consist of jobs for the LEA.  Associated with this conversion will be 
EEO information. 

• Positions – The conversion of Position information will include the Organization, Job, FTE, Head 
Count, and work hours. 

• Employee Demographics – All currently active employees and retirees who are paid out of the 
LEA’s existing payroll system at the point of the conversion are converted over to Oracle HR. 

• Employee Contacts/Beneficiaries – Contacts and/or Beneficiaries for HR/Payroll conversion will 
include the following demographics, at a minimum: 
o Addresses – For both Employees and Contacts/Beneficiaries, an Address file will need to be 

created.  This will be loaded to the address tables.  Multiple Addresses may exist for each 
employee or contact/beneficiary.   

o Phones – For both Employees and Contacts/Beneficiaries, a Phone file will need to be created.  
This will be loaded to the phone tables.  Multiple Phones may exist for each employee or 
contact/beneficiary. 

• Employee Assignments – Employee assignments will be converted to meet the needs of the new 
Oracle system.  The employee assignment will be the identifier for processing the payroll and 
establishing the hourly rates/salary for each employee. 

• Wages and Salaries – All employees’ wages and taxes, benefits, all employees’ voluntary and 
involuntary deductions, employer contributions, and all information required and necessary for 
payroll processing will be converted. 

• W4 Data – W4 data will include both Federal and State withholding status, number of exemptions, 
and any additional taxes withheld. 

• Payment Information – Payment Information will include any direct deposit information as well as 
any third-party payment information, such as bank name, bank address, and account information 
(which may be multiple). 

• Costing Information – Costing Information is tied to the assignment level of an employee.  Costing 
Information will indicate where the default cost for the employee is to be charged.  The valid 
segments will be tracked at the Assignment Level. 

• Elements – Earnings and Deductions – Earnings and Deductions will consist of all recurring 
elements associated with an employee.  This will include recurring earnings and deductions 
elements and all sub-category structures. 

• Competencies and Qualifications – If the LEA elects to convert Employee Training records, 
Competencies and Qualifications for those classes and/or employees may be converted as well.   

• Grade/Step Tables – Grade/Step tables will be created to define the LEA’s salaries and hourly rate 
structures.  These tables must be associated to the employee assignment record. 

• Special Information Types – Several Special Information Types (SITs) will most probably be used 
by the LEA and will also need to be converted.  SITs are organization definable and are used to 
track additional information as defined by the LEA. 

• Accrual Balances – Accrual balances for sick, vacation, and comp plans will be converted as of 
the last payroll in LEA’s current HR/Payroll system.  Once these balances are extracted, they will be 
loaded to each individual employee as initial balances for the Oracle system. 

• Approval Hierarchy – The routing of timecards and who will approve them will need to be 
converted/established as Approval Groups. 
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• Timekeeper Groups – Groups of employees and who will have access to those groups of 
employees will need to be converted/established.   

• Assignment Time Information – For all employees who are entering time, you must create a 
record for the Assignment Time Information.  This record will associate the employee to a rotation 
plan, earning policy, shift differential policy, and an hour deduction policy.   

• Benefit Enrollment – Benefit Plans that employees are enrolled in as of the last payroll processed 
in the LEA’s existing HR/Payroll system will be converted as part of the Oracle system.  The 
conversion process will emulate the enrollment process to allow for full process through the benefit 
plan validation process. 

• Dependent Enrollment – As part of the Benefit Enrollment, the benefit plans need designation as 
to which dependents are covered under each plan. 

 
The LEA’s Responsibilities for Conversion 
 
In general, the LEA will be responsible for creating extract files of data from external systems to be 
converted to Oracle and for any manual conversion efforts including data cleansing and conversion 
reconciliation that will be required for the new ERP System. 
 
The LEA’s key responsibilities for conversion will include: 
 
• Assisting CherryRoad staff in understanding current legacy system conversion requirements. 
• Supporting the CherryRoad conversion design efforts.  
• Reviewing automated Conversion/Design Templates prepared by CherryRoad. 
• Extracting and preparing conversion data for loading by CherryRoad using the standard Cloud 

conversion file formats and/or spreadsheet templates. 
• Completing all data cleansing and manual conversion activities. 
• Conducting conversion reconciliation and verification. 
     
 
Security 
 
CherryRoad confirms that all data and systems staging, testing, conversion, implementation and 
deployment activities will be performed on Oracle SaaS and PaaS environments.  If CherryRoad 
intends to add, move or change any cloud services infrastructure from Oracle, DPI will be notified in 
writing at least 60 days in advance and CherryRoad must provide an annual security/risk assessment 
using NIST 800-53R4 controls for any new or modified infrastructure or cloud service provider. 
 
 
 


